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The cultural politics of identity: student narratives
from two Mexican secondary schools
K A TH R Y N H E R R AN D G AR Y L. AN D ER SO N
U niversity of N ew M exico
This narrative study provides an analysis of the identity construction of students in tw o M exican
secondary schools within the structural, cultural, an d inform ational resources that schools as
institutions provide. A within-case an alysis of the narratives of tw o students is explored in depth,
emphasizing, in one case, issues of social class and, in th e oth er, issues of gender. The analysis
explores the lack of congruence between the resources educational institutions provide stud ents
and their daily struggles to construct personal and occupational iden tities. Characteristics speci® c
to the M exican context are provided, an d the ways that M exican students’ dilemmas are at once
diå erent from and sim ilar to the U.S. context are exp lored.

Introduction
How students construct a sense of identity is of much current interest in the United
States." D avidson (1996), Farrell (1990, 1994), Suarez-Orozco (1987), W exler (1992)
and others have explored the ways students ` ` become somebody ’ ’ within and against
the context of schooling. Situated in this tradition, our research has analyzed the
intersection of schooling and student narratives around issues of race, ethnicity, and
perceived opportunities to ` ` become somebody ’ ’ (Anderson & Herr, 1993 ; Herr &
Anderson, 1993).
Paralleling this interest in identity politics, there have been a number of recent
analyses of schools as institutions, particularly secondary schools, which have
documented in some detail a structural inability to tap the lived experiences of their
` ` clients’ ’ (Hopkins, 1994 ; M cN eil, 1986 ; M eier, 1995 ; Sizer, 1984). Although these
authors and others have put forth proposals for restructuring schools in ways that honor
students’ lived experiences, most current reforms focus on empowering not the voices of
students but those of teachers, parents, and even local business leaders. Such proposals,
consequently, promote well-meaning reforms but continue to lack a commitment to the
lifeworld of the student.
Our intent in this article is to explore the student± school relationship from a crossnational perspective. W e hope to generate insights that enhance our understanding of
school structures, as experienced by students, that promise students a world of
possibilities, yet reinforce the cultural status quo. The contradiction of mixed messages
that hold students in place is explored in the narratives of two students’ lived experiences
in school ; through these narrative cases we explore the construction of social and
occupational identities within the gendered and social class contexts of two M exican
` ` prepas ’ ’ or preparatory high schools.#
Our choice of studying M exican schools requires a brief explanation. For two years
during the mid-1980s, the co-authors of this article worked as teacher and director
respectively in a M exican prepa in a large provincial city in M exico. As educators, we
0951± 8398} 97 $12± 00 ’
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were fascinated by the structural and cultural diå erences between prepas and N orth
American high schools. But, in the ensuing years, we began gathering student narratives
in the United States to document the ways students made sense of their schooling
experience, particularly experiences related to class, race, gender, and sexual orientation. W e wanted to know how students gained a sense of themselves during their
adolescent years and what role schooling played in that process. W e also hoped to derive
from these student voices some implications for institutional change.
In 1992, we returned, on a three-month Fulbright, to the M exican schools we knew
well to gather student narratives. W hile concentrating on the gathering and analysis of
student narratives, we began an intensive study of the nature of M exican schools ±
particularly M exican preparatory schools. W e began documenting how M exican
schools diå ered structurally from U.S. schools and how M exican schools serving upper
and middle-class students diå ered from those serving poor and working-class students.
W e hoped to understand how M exican students constructed a social identity within the
opportunities and constraints of class-based institutions. Ideally, this information would
provide a cross-cultural lens for understanding the role of U.S. schools in the cultural
production of student identities and the social reproduction of opportunity structures.
Several theoretical sources have been helpful in analyzing our narratives. One is the
ongoing debate about the relationship between social reproduction and cultural
production initiated by W illis (1977) and others. It has become a commonplace in
critical educational research that students are not merely ` ` socially reproduced ’ ’ in
schools, but rather, through their resistance to and appropriation of school structures,
` ` produce ’ ’ social identities through creatively occupying the spaces provided by social
institutions.Since W illis (1977), the main explanatory project of critical ethnography in
education has been the documentation and interpretation of this process of cultural
production.
The two students’ narratives presented in this paper capture their lives at a key
moment in the social reproduction} cultural production dynamic. As students of
prepas, they are in the process of making choices that will, in all likelihood, determine
their occupational futures. The students’ struggles around social class and gender are
displayed in the context of the resources their schools provide for this decision making.
Because the process of ` ` becoming somebody ’ ’ involves a dialogue with one’ s social
environment, we also owe a debt to the work of M ikhail Bakhtin and his notion of inner
dialogue (Quantz & O’ Conner, 1988). Brie¯ y, Bakhtin argues that identity is a product
of multiple inner voices that struggle for legitimacy. The social environment serves to
legitimize some voices and not others. L egitimized voices are strengthened and
articulated ; non-legitimized voices are weakened and ultimately silenced. W hile a
critique or extension of Bakhtinian theory is beyond the scope of this paper, the cases
described herein attempt to raise questions about the complex ways that schools as a
social environment legitimize some voices and silence others.
One method that facilitates the study of multiple voices of informants is narrative
research. In proposing a biographical approach to researching public institutions,
D enzin (1989) links oral history and narrative methods to institutional analysis. He
argues that everyday institutional life revolves around persons interpreting their own
and other people’ s behaviors and experiences :
M any times these interpretations and judgments are based on faulty, or incorrect,
understandings. Persons, for instance, mistake their own experiences for the
experiences of others. These interpretations are then formulated into social
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programs ¼ . But often the understandings that these programs are based upon
bear little relationship to the meanings, interpretations, and experience of the
persons they are intended to serve ¼ . The programs don’ t work because they are
based on a failure to take the perspective and attitude of the person served. (p. 11)
D enzin’ s linking of oral histories and narratives to institutional decision making
provides a methodology with the potential to link students’ lived experiences to wellmeaning but shortsighted institutional reforms. W hile the main data collection for this
study was focused on the students’ narratives themselves, data on the institutional
context suggest that there were powerful structural and material reasons why these
schools were unable to incorporate the students’ experiences eå ectively.

R epresentation and re¯ exivity
Bakhtin’ s discussion of the ways that individuals are constituted by multiple voices
provided important insights for analyzing our data. This insight, however, is a doubleedged sword for the researcher, since it also demonstrates how researchers themselves
participate in the construction and legitimization of informant narratives (M orris,
1994). Bakhtin recognizes that all discourse is inherently dialogic, that utterances are
always complex responses to other utterances (whether real or imagined). If narrative
interviews are, in fact, complex co-constructions between the addresser and addressee,
then any claim to the truthfulness of our informants’ narratives is questionable. M ischler
(1986) has also demonstrated how informant narratives are not merely elicited, but
rather created out of speci® c social contexts and interactions between interviewer and
informant. How researchers represent and textualize their informants becomes a
particularly thorny issue in cross-cultural research.
Acknowledgment of these issues has obliged qualitative researchers to incorporate
more re¯ exivity into their ® eldwork. Forms of re¯ exivity range from member checking
(Lincoln & G uba, 1985), collaboration with informants (R eason, 1994), self-re¯ ection
and self-disclosure (Haraway, 1988), and the production of what M arcus (1994) calls
` ` messy texts ’ ’ which engage in poststructural strategies like juxtaposition, intertextuality, and ideological positioning. Patai (1991) and Stacey (1988) question,
however, whether these attempts at interrupting ethnographic authority are not often
self-serving and distorting in other ways. Tobin and D avidson (1990) argue that the
meaning of a text lies less in its origins than in its destination : ` ` Skeptical of the claims
of radical ethnographic approaches, including our own, we now see our method’ s
salvation less in the empowerment of informants than in the creativity and resistance of
readers ’ ’ (p. 5).
In our own case, we see our work as a contribution to a school reform debate that
lacks a student perspective. W hile acknowledging that the narratives we present
represent the sense we as authors make of these students’ lives, we have included
safeguards that attempt to address our own role in the construction of the student
narratives themselves. For example, during the ® eldwork, initial interviews were
studied for alternative directions in wh ich students’ narratives might have gone had we
probed further. These probes were then followed up in subsequent individual and group
interviews. In spite of our status as outsiders, our ® rst-hand knowledge of M exican
schools acquired through living in M exico and working professionally within the schools
provided a level of tacit knowledge unavailable to most outsiders. Various stages of data
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analysis and revision have also been shared with M exican educational researchers for
feedback. An earlier version of one of the student narratives was presented in M exico
and is included in Spanish in a collection of the conference papers (Anderson, 1993).
M ethodology
The two student narratives reported below form part of a larger study that includes
student oral histories in several schools in M exico and the United States, strati® ed by
social class. In an attempt to place these narratives within a social and institutional
context, we chose prepas with which the authors were familiar. W e collected narrative
data (three sessions each) with ® ve students at Colegio M exicano, our former
school,$ eight group interviews with students, three teacher interviews, and some schoolwide and classroom observations. At the prepa, La! zaro Ca! rdenas, we conducted oral
history interviews with eight students (at least three sessions each), six group interviews
with students, three teacher interviews, and have survey data on students and their
families, and some school-wide and classroom observations. W hile our contextual data
are far from ethnographic, our general descriptions of school practices at La! zaro
Ca! rdenas are corroborated by other studies of similar M exican prepas (Bartolucci,
1989 ; Campos Enriquez, 1981, 1985, 1986 ; G onzalez, 1983 ; V e! lez Pliego, 1983 ;
Zorilla, 1989, in press). Our intent was less to describe ethnographically what was
idiosyncratic about this particular school’ s culture than to con® rm and ` ` ¯ esh out ’ ’
some of the consequences for students of the structural characteristics of low-income
prepas in M exico (high teacher absenteeism, part-time teachers, low student retention,
overcrowded classrooms, traditional teaching styles).
Looking across the student narratives, we found variations on a common theme : the
struggle to produce a professional identity within a class and gender-based institutional
context. W hile few of the students were openly critical or cynical about their schools,
what did emerge was the lack of opportunity in the public space of school life to make
meaning of the competing messages students encountered as they envisioned their
futures.
W e present within-case analyses of two student narratives to illustrate two of the
variations on this larger theme, feeling that within-case analyses would better illustrate
the complexity of the students’ decision-making process and the opportunities and
constraints oå ered by their schools. Selecting the cases to report was not easy since any
of the student narratives we gathered could have served to illustrate our main theme :
for example, a gay student who pretended to be heterosexual among his male
classmates, a dynamic student political leader who dropped out of school, a ` ` nerd ’ ’
with a scholarship to a N orth American Ivy L eague college, and a ` ` roquero ’ ’ (punk)
from rural Tlaxcala, all in their own way told stories about navigating an institution
that seemed oblivious to their inner struggles and personal and professional decision
making. Collectively these students suggest that a kind of institutional deafness exists in
their schools that fails to attend to student narratives.
La Prepa Popular : La! zaro Ca! rdenas
La! zaro Ca! rdenas was the ® rst prepa founded by the local state university. Located at
the intersection of two four-lane streets clogged with traæ c, the sounds of horns and
shifting gears form a constant backdrop to school life. The physical plant, once the pride
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of the university, is now in disrepair. Classroom walls are bare, and the rooms are poorly
lit. There are 50 metal chairs in each classroom, and due to the poor acoustics, they
make loud screeching sounds on the cement ¯ oor. At the beginning of each semester,
there is standing room only, but by the second or third month, absenteeism and
dropouts reduce the numbers considerably.
Student attendance is seldom monitored, and a philosophy of self-discipline is
overtly expressed by students and faculty alike. Unlike this city’ s private schools ±
where student attendance is closely checked and students in some schools are restricted
from leaving campus during classes ± the students at La! zaro Ca! rdenas are given nearly
total freedom. Under the in¯ uence of leftist intellectuals since the 1960s, the ` ` prepas
populares ’ ’ are intended to be democratic public spheres in wh ich students can become
politically ` ` empowered.’ ’ For example, school administrators are elected by students
and must campaign among students for their positions. M oreover, because ` ` prepas ’ ’ in
M exico are structurally part of the state university system, they tend to be modeled
more on public universities than on public schools. For many M exican students, the
transition from middle school to ` ` prepa ’ ’ is more akin to the North American student’ s
transition from high school to college. This transition implies a commitment to
furthering one’ s education toward a professional career.

Fam ilies and careers

M ost students consider going to ` ` prepa ’ ’ a luxury and are grateful to their families for
giving them the opportunity. Although the costs of tuition and books are not high, the
opportunity costs of not being in the workforce and contributing to the family income
are considerable. M any students were only able to attend prepa because they had two
or three older brothers and sisters already in the workforce. Although continuing one’ s
education was viewed as desirable, families were limited in how much help ± both
economic and intellectual ± they could give. Bartolucci (1989) describes this situation in
his study of the Science and Humanities schools (CCHs), a series of innovative prepas
in M exico City :
W e have seen that parents have taken it upon themselves to instill goals and
ambitions that motivate their children to continue their schooling into the
secondary level. However, because of the great disparity between the educational
levels of the parents and their children, the school is left with the total task of
motivating the students and helping them demystify the schooling experience.
Any support these students might receive at this level from their families ± except
in a small number of cases ± is limited to material and moral support. (pp.
304± 305) %
In the case of L a! zaro Ca! rdenas, wh ere the economic level of the students’ families is
considerably lower, few students can count on material support from their families.
Furthermore, as we will see, the schools fall short of ` ` motivating the students and
helping them demystify schooling.’ ’
Students at L a! zaro Ca! rdenas are given little information about the career options
available to them after graduating from prepa and are largely ignorant about
professional careers. The school provided only a brief ` ` vocational orientation ’ ’ course
in the third and ® nal year. The students we interviewed who had some idea of a career
choice usually were basing their decisions on the experience of an older brother or sister
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or someone they’ d heard about. M ainly they talked in the abstract of becoming a
` ` profesionista’ ’ (professional person). W hen probed as to what that meant, students
had trouble discussing it in concrete terms. Occasionally, an older brother or sister who
had studied accounting or graphic arts was evoked.
According to a survey of 55 students, the vast majority of the students’ parents went
no further than elementary school, and the most common father’ s occupation was
` ` obrero ’ ’ (laborer). M others were generally listed as ` ` ama de casa ’ ’ (homemaker), but
most had some informal way of making money, such as selling tortillas, taking in
laundry, or babysitting. Fully half of the male students had part- or full-time jobs during
the evenings, usually working at a local supermarket or with a relative. Th e female
students tended not to work outside the home, although many indicated that they ` ` had
to help their mothers at home ’ ’ .

T he teachers
The teachers’ low salaries forced nearly all of them to hold down more than one job,
which in turn led to high teacher absenteeism, poor class preparation, and little indepth student assessment. In 1986, only 11 % of prepa teachers under the auspices of this
local state university were full time ; the rest were being paid by the class hour (Campos
Enriquez, 1986). It was not uncommon for students at La! zaro Ca! rdenas to miss one or
two classes a day because of teacher absenteeism. Instead of substitutes, students were
given free periods in which most drifted oå to play basketball or clustered in the
courtyard talking with friends. Some simply left campus, cutting their remaining
classes.
Furthermore, the politics of the local university, the teachers’ employer, took up an
inordinate amount of teachers’ time and energy. One teacher, when asked to compare
the university’ s prepas to local private prepas, quipped, ` ` In private schools, there is an
academic culture. In the state university’ s prepas, there is a political culture.’ ’
At least since the late 1960s, the local state university has been convulsed by a
continuous series of internal political power struggles, and students in the prepas have
often been used as ` ` grupos de choque ’ ’ (shock troops) in these struggles. Some are
sincere student activists, but many engage in political activities as a form of status
attainment. Thus, students are often called upon to leave their classes to attend political
meetings and, in some cases, to engage in violent street demonstrations. Over the last 20
years, several of these demonstrations have resulted in student injuries, and even deaths,
and have been marked by barricades against the police and the torching of city buses.
Thus, while some students may form important leadership skills and enjoy an
intense sense of camaraderie through political action, the school ± as represented by the
curriculum, school structures, and the adults who work there ± appears unable to
engage them academically. Z orilla (in press), a M exican sociologist, has framed this
lack of school structure within the Durkheimian notion of ` ` anomie.’ ’ Citing 50 %
student retention rates and drawing on his ® eldwork at ideologically similar public
prepas in M exico City, he argues that ` ` paradoxically, an anomic education does not
make it easier ± as many M exican students think ± for everyone to pass. It is our
contention that it makes it more diæ cult for some good students to remain in school.’ ’
Students in our study found it diæ cult to decipher the multiple messages that the
school seemed to be sending them. Their personal narratives, or what Bakhtin refers to
as their ` ` inner dialogues,’ ’ seemed unable to make sense of the experience of schooling.
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This is particularly signi® cant, since the inner dialogue of students is formed through
dialogue with many voices from the social environment, particularly with their peers
and family. The following case is meant to suggest some of the themes of this
internal} external dialogue.

T he case of J orge U balde Ramos
Jorge was interviewed as he was ® nishing his second year of prepa. He had one year left
and several years of university study to realize his stated desire to be a professional. Jorge
is a fairly typical La! zaro Ca! rdenas student. He has one brother and three sisters. An
older brother and sister are working and contributing to the family income so that Jorge
and his two younger sisters can study. The father does not live at home. Their mother
was forced to leave school after the ® rst grade ; consequently, she has insisted that her
younger children stay in school.
Jorge describes a typical day :
W ell, I get up at 5 : 30 in the morning. I take a shower, have breakfast, pick out
my clothes, iron them, and then take my buses. The ® rst bus takes about 20
minutes, and then I have to transfer to another one that takes about 25 minutes.
I usually get to school about ® ve or ten minutes before 7 : 00 a.m., when classes
start. I put my books in the classroom and go into the courtyard to chat with my
friends until the teacher comes. If I’ ve done homework, I check it with my friends.
If I haven’ t, I ask them for theirs ± the same with others who haven’ t done it. W e
pass our homework around among ourselves. If the teacher is late, we take oå . W e
go play basketball, or we go get something to eat.
Because of teacher absenteeism, there are plenty of opportunities during the school day
for socializing with friends, playing basketball, or ` ` hanging out.’ ’ W hen teachers do
arrive, many have not planned class and end up ` ` echando rollo ’ ’ (winging it) or
teaching from the text. Jorge describes his math class :
The teacher arrives. He begins doing the procedures on the blackboard. He just
does the problems on the board, but out loud. I mean he doesn’ t really explain
that this is this, and that is that, and that you’ ll need to know this for this reason.
N o, he just does the problems out loud on the board. He arrives. He solves the
problems. And that’ s all the explanation we get.
W hen asked why Spanish was his favorite class, Jorge explained :
Because the teacher assigned books to read. And we had to read them and then do
a report on the plot, important themes, title, author ; and then in class she’ d ask
us about bibliographic references, where the author was born, and things like that.
Although few teachers were very creative in their teaching methods, students like Jorge
actually tended to be extremely tolerant and not overly critical of the teachers. Paid by
the hour, teachers at L a! zaro Ca! rdenas tended to arrive at school and leave hurriedly.
Teaching by the hour left little room for informal discussion with students or time to
` ` hang out.’ ’ Classes were very much teacher-directed with little relevant student
discussion, and teachers often arrived late or missed class entirely. Thus, there was little
one-on-one student± teacher dialogue during the school day. Any impact that the school
experience might have on students came more from their classmates than from their
teachers. As a rule, students got virtually no academic or vocational orientation in their
classes.
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During the day, Jorge had one foot in school ± with the idea of attending the
university and becoming a professional person ; during the evenings, he had the other
foot in the world of work :
Interviewer : Have you ever thought about leaving school, going to work instead ?
Jorge : Oh, yes !
Interviewer : W hen was this ?
Jorge : About three months ago. I got the idea of leaving school and going to work.
Interviewer : How was it that you almost made that decision ?
Jorge : M y mom worked, and they were going to lay her oå . I was afraid mostly
that we weren’ t gonna be able to make it, that I wasn’ t gonna get any economic
support. W e’ re a very close family. M y brothers work and my uncle who lives with
us also contributes. I said something to my sister, the older one that is working,
about leaving school, and she got mad.
Interviewer : And were you going to quit school because you didn’ t like school or
because you wanted to contribute to your family ?
Jorge : I wanted to help my family ¼ economically ¼ contribute something ¼
Interviewer : And what made you decide to stay in school ?
Jorge : M y mom contributed a certain amount to the family ; so when she lost her
job, my older brother and sister put in extra.
On the surface, this appears to be a classic case of economic pressure. Typical of students
at La! zaro Ca! rdenas, such pressure often results in their dropping out of school. In
Jorge’ s case, the crisis seems to have been resolved temporarily by the extra contributions
of his older siblings. W ithout discounting the importance of economic explanations for
student retention problems at La! zaro Ca! rdenas, there seem, however, to be other
` ` pulls ’ ’ on the students, and the school appears incapable of competing. Later in the
same interview, Jorge suggests that his indecision about continuing his studies may have
more complex causes.
Jorge : N ow I’ m not sure whether to go to the university or whether to get a job.
I’ d like to go the university ¼ I don’ t know. I don’ t know. I’ m not sure
yet ¼ but ¼ yeah, I’ d like to go to the university.
Interviewer : W hy aren’ t you sure ? Is it the pressure to contribute to your family ?
Jorge : W ell, yeah ¼
Interviewer : Or are you tired of school ?
Jorge : W ell, it’ s that too ¼ There really isn’ t any career that I’ m interested in ¼ I
mean, I always liked physics ¼ N o, I guess I’ d really rather go to work, so I can
help my family ¼ so my two younger sisters can continue their studies.
On the one hand, Jorge wants to be like his older siblings and make a sacri® ce for his
younger siblings. This would give him a culturally valid reason within the context of his
family for leaving school. Jorge’ s dilemma becomes clear in the preceding passage. For
the majority of students in low-income prepas, school has two main attractions : being
with one’ s friends and a more abstract one, ` ` becoming a professional person ’ ’ or
` ` becoming somebody in life ’ ’ (ser alguien en la vida). The attraction that his home and
work culture have is more concrete. They hold out the promise of real social status
within his family and among his workmates. Also, at least in Jorge’ s mind, it oå ers an
acceptable level of economic security.
Interviewer : W hen you decide between school or work and think about yourself
ten or twenty years from now, do you feel you’ ll make enough to support a family ?
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Jorge : Oh yeah, because one of my uncles, the oldest one who is around forty, has
always driven a bus, and he has his own house, a car, his kids go to school ¼ so, he’ s
doing all right.
Interviewer : And do you know anyone who has studied a career at the university?
Jorge : W ell, let’ s see ¼ yes, I know someone who, I think, has a bachelor’ s degree
[licenciatura]. I’ m not sure what in ¼ maybe law. He works with the municipality
of Ciudad Serdan, and they send him to diå erent towns around the state. And he’ s
doing all right, too.
Upon further probing, it became clear that Jorge was unsure if this person actually had
a university degree. Besides the uncle mentioned above, Jorge has several extended
family members who are bus drivers. W hen Jorge was asked to describe a typical day,
he talked about spending evenings learning the bus route of the uncle, who is his age and
lives with his family.
Jorge : Around ® ve o’ clock, I go out with some of my relatives who are bus drivers.
I go with them, and they teach me their routes.
Interviewer : You drive the bus ?
Jorge : yeah ¼ they let me.
Interviewer : And you do the routes alone, or do you go with them ?
Jorge : [W ]ith them. They teach me the route. But, we have to be careful that no
one sees us. Since it’ s at night, nobody notices. And since I’ m usually with one of
my uncles that’ s my same age ¼ and who looks a lot like me ¼ people confuse us.
M eanwhile, Jorge’ s mother doesn’ t want him to get his driver’ s license because she’ s
afraid he will drop out of school to work as a bus driver. For Jorge, who has actually
assumed the role of bus driver in evening opportunities, the reality of this possibility is
® rmly implanted in his mind, whereas the image of Jorge the ` ` professional person ’ ’
remains a dim shadow. The only opportunity Jorge might have to learn more about the
life of a professional is in school, but this has not been an area of experience that the
school has developed.
In short, his school, as a social institution, seems incapable of legitimizing Jorge’ s
other inner voices. For Jorge, ` ` becoming somebody ’ ’ is de® ned by the tangible status
acquired within his working-class culture. Although Jorge is ` ` invisible ’ ’ when he
surreptitiously takes his uncle’ s place at the steering wheel, he does not feel socially
invisible within the context of his extended family. In these family members, he sees his
re¯ ection. Unfortunately, with the exception of his school peer culture, which echoes his
home culture, he ® nds only a blurred re¯ ection of a personal and professional identity
in the confusing and abstract world of school.

La Prepa Privada : Colegio M exicano
On a side street, oå a tree-lined boulevard, stands an imposing, white building ± the site
of the Colegio M exicano ± a private prepa. Located in an açu ent section of the city, the
building is immaculate, carefully groomed by grounds keepers and maintenance people.
Parking on the side streets surrounding the school is diæ cult, since many students have
their own cars and drive themselves to school.
The entrance to the school opens onto an interior courtyard splashed with sunshine,
the gathering place of relaxed, laughing students. There is a quite, cheerful hum to the
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place, as well-dressed students go about their school day. W hen it is time for classes,
students disperse into classrooms facing the courtyard. The rooms are clean and airy ±
light cascades through the windows and red tile ¯ oors shine from daily scrubbing. D esks
for about 35 students amply accommodate the classes.
Schooling at the Colegio M exicano is serious business. Attendance is closely
monitored. Students also report an awareness that ` ` if I don’ t go, then I’ m not going to
learn well, so I’ ll go.’ ’ School is not just academic but also ` ` to form your character.’ ’
M any students expect and do go on to enroll in universities following graduation ; they
envision becoming lawyers, engineers, doctors, or other professionals. Because many
have family members distributed throughout various professions, they show a familiarity
with the world of educational and professional opportunities. At the end of their second
year of prepa, they can choose among various majors, and students are put into the
section of their choice, such as humanities, engineering, or economics.
W hile many of the teachers at the Colegio M exicano are there on a part-time basis,
and a couple of them also teach part time at La! zaro Ca! rdenas, some full-time teachers
and academic coordinators remain in the building throughout the school day. In
addition, support staå such as counselors, ® nancial aid workers, and audio} visual
specialists provide a network of relationships and connections for the students. M any
students can be seen touching base ± laughing or talking ± with these individuals
between classes and during free time. The following case of L ara G uzman underscores
that even when the school culture emphasizes high academic standards and advancement to the university, competing messages inform students’ decision-making
process. In the case of L ara, this competing reality includes what she knows about the
gendered construction of being female.

T he case of Lara G uzm an
W hen we went to Colegio M exicano to interview students, numerous people, both
students and adults, suggested that we interview L ara. Seen as a leader in her class, she
was described as outspoken, a strong advocate for women’ s rights, equality, and herself.
An excellent student, Lara was also very involved in other activities at the school. She
had worked particularly hard on the Colegio’ s model United Nations team. The team
traveled to competitions at other schools. L ara was known as a formidable debater,
someone whom other students were glad to have one their team rather than face as an
opponent.
At the time of this research, Lara had just graduated from the Colegio M exicano.
Coming from an economically privileged family, she was preparing to enter an açu ent
private university in the fall, locally referred to as ` ` the country club university’ ’ where
wealthy girls allegedly majored in meeting potential mates. A product of private
schools, Lara had been at the Colegio M exicano for all her preparatoria years.
From one vantage point, it looked as if Lara had it all. Her educational background
and her reputation as an excellent student seemingly positioned her solidly in the land
of opportunity. Her scholarly reputation and privileged education were certainly
powerful strands in her sense of self. But as we will see, other equally powerful gendered
messages were factors as well ; we will argue that for L ara to truly have had choices, she
needed the opportunity to discuss and deconstruct what it means to be female in her
school and society. W ithout the chance to voice and analyze these messages as well, her
education was incomplete, and her opportunities were limited. In addition, the school
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also lost the opportunity to hear her voice and have it inform the structure of its course
oå erings and programs. W ithout her voice, the school is buå ered from the opportunity
and the obligation to change.
During several hours of interviews, L ara narrated a number of vignettes that serve
as starting points for contextualizing her school experiences in the larger frame of
gender. In the following three examples, we can see Lara recounting and constructing
what it means to be a female student in an elite, academically oriented M exican prepa.
In the ® rst story, L ara talks about her involvement in the model United Nations and
ways it has taught her to stand up for her own point of view :
One thing the U.N . class taught me, for example, was that sometimes you are
going to have all the classroom against you, and they are going to make you feel
very bad. But if you have your own convictions and they are genuine, if they are
yours, you have to defend it even though everyone thinks something else. They
[her classmates] knew me, how I was, and they like me despite what I was. I shout
a lot ; I ® ght with everyone ¼ [but] they like me like that, so it’ s good.
I have a friend ; she’ s very attractive, but the boys, when they talk with her,
she’ s very intelligent, and they’ re like ± well they can’ t talk ± because she knows a
lot of things¼ . All the popular girls that they’ re after, they’ re the ones that are
very sweet, and they don’ t do anything ¼ . It’ s sad, but it’ s true ± sometimes girls
with strong convictions are treated as a comrade, the word camarada, as a
companion, comrade, they are treated like that, and you can’ t be popular, but
you can be treated as the same. And well, they are more interested in being
popular than in being equal ¼ . I see that a lot of girls that aren’ t so pretty, they
go more for the intellectual things, and, well, I have seen a lot of girls that have
a lot of boys after them and, well, they are just interested in parties, in having a
good hairstyle and everything like that ± the banal things ¼
One fascinating aspect of her story is that the model United Nations project is an
example of the school encouraging students to exercise their voices and stand up for
what they believe. Lara is very clear that she considers this to have been an important,
bene® cial opportunity. At the same time, she juxtaposes those bene® ts with the
observation that it may be costly to be a girl who says and thinks too much. She notes
that intelligent girls are put into a neutered role ; for girls to be outspoken and smart is
incompatible with being thought desirable and sensual by the boys. She also concludes
that many girls ® nd the latter alternative, being popular, the more attractive one. This
dichotomizing of the mind and body sets up a classic no-win situation for girls, and
either choice is a costly one.
In a second story, L ara describes her rationale for choosing an area concentration
for her ® nal year of prepa. Once again, while describing her academic options, she
embedded therein her perspective of gendered status diå erence in the school. Lara
opted for the engineering section, not because she wanted to major in that per se, but
because she saw it as the most rigorous course of study. She also felt that the most serious
students would be in that section.
I knew it was going to be diæ cult, but I wanted to take the challenge to do it.
¼ Also, there are fewer girls than boys, and I think it’ s better. Everyone thinks
that engineering is very diæ cult and it is, but I think it is a tradition that all the
boys want to study engineering, and a few girls want to study that. For example,
we were eleven girls and twenty-one boys. Of the girls, six of us weren’ t going to
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study engineering ; we just wanted to have a good group and study well ; some of
the boys were very studious people ¼ . I don’ t like engineering, but I wanted to be
in the best group ; my group is the one that had three accepted by M onterrey Tech
[among the most prestigious universities in M exico]. It’ s also because the teachers
support that group a lot.

Interestingly, in the humanities concentration, girls outnumbered boys by a two-to-one
ratio. Humanities was seen as a ` ` joke ’ ’ where the students ` ` don’ t do anything.’ ’ Lara
herself disagreed with this characterization and delineated the diå erence as centering
on the decreased exposure to advanced math and science in the humanities. She felt,
therefore, that future career opportunities were limited for students choosing that course
of study.
W hile the very fact of being in the Colegio M exicano could be seen as a tremendous
educational opportunity. L ara’ s stories reveal a limiting gendered infrastructure within
the school. Two students, one male and one female, could have very diå erent
experiences within the con® nes of the same educational institution and learn to prepare
quite diå erently for their future roles. In the midst of a high-powered academic setting
like the Colegio, female students receive the message that they are second-class citizens
in terms of academic rigor and expectations and that their preparation for the future is
less important than it is for the boys. W hen a girl chooses the more rigorous major she
crosses gender lines into a predominantly male model of study. Though a serious female
student may have little interest in the academic area (in this case, engineering), one may
be better oå avoiding areas more closely aæ liated with female students.
Lara’ s third story about choosing a university is interesting in light of the previous
choices that she made. L ara pushed herself into a rigorous course of study, partly to
maximize her options for the future. W hen looking at universities, Lara initially
considered going to the local state university, a public university which was known as
the more radical and politically leftist. She recounts why she ® nally chose to study in a
more açu ent university, the one referred to earlier as a ` ` country club university: ’ ’
One time we went to the state university, some other girls and me. There were a
lot of men there, and they started whistling from the classroom. So I thought that
we couldn’ t go there ; in the other school, it’ s very peaceful, so I decided for that
school ¼ . I think that it’ s important where you are studying. If you don’ t like it,
then you’ re not going to pro® t from it. If I was in the state university, I was going
to be tense because of the people that were ¼ the people that could bother you.
Lara’ s initial story conveyed that she had learned that being female and sexual was not
compatible with being a serious student. A serious female student ended up in the
sexually neutralized realm of a ` ` comrade.’ ’ W hen visiting the public university, the
whistles and remarks of male students reminded her that she was an objecti® ed sexual
object . She rightly ` ` read ’ ’ the setting as one that was threatening to her and other girls,
and this realization led her to choose a more ` ` peaceful ’ ’ university. G iven Lara’ s social
class, she may have been unaccustomed to the more overt expression of sexism in a
working-class university. The point is not that the ` ` peaceful university ’ ’ is any less
objectifying to women, but that serious structural limitations on career planning arise
in complex ways in a cultural environment that devalues women.
Lara was readily identi® ed by those around her as one of the best and brightest of
the students in her class. In addition, she astutely observed her school setting and the
larger environment and worked to incorporate those meanings into her career choices.
She worked hard at being taken seriously, notwithstanding the psychological and status
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costs to her. Yet, despite a healthy questioning of and resistance to gendered status, she
ultimately falls into line. The future pathway she has chosen mirrors that of virtually
every other girl in her class. W hile she once considered going into law, she opted instead
for ` ` international relations ’ ’ at the local ` ` country club university.’ ’
In the popular vernacular, that decision translates into a decidedly nonserious
career path and is widely viewed as a pathway to ® nding a marriage partner. W e do not
know all the factors that ultimately went into Lara’ s choice of university and career. It
may be that the perceived choice between being smart and equal and being a sensual
female is no choice at all. It may be that the desire for a relationship became part of her
decision-making context ; certainly Lara had ample female models that emphasized
family life over a high-powered career. W e can only ` ` illuminate small-scale events,
primarily the day-to-day happenings and the everyday, often minute ` choices,’ that
paved the entry into adulthood ’ ’ (Holland & Eisenhart, 1990, pp. xi). The small-scale
events that Lara enumerated in her interviews documented an astute awareness of
gendered relationships; her attempts to make meaning for herself as an emerging adult
woman, we believe, helped pave her way into the ` ` opportunities’ ’ oå ered to her within
her school and social structures.
Lara obviously drew on her experiences within and outside of school to make
meaning for herself. Perhaps the world she encountered within school oå ered
opportunities beyond what she would typically encounter in the larger cultural context
of her life : ` ` students bring values and understandings from other realms of their lives
and, together with fellow students, generate a system of meaning and practice in
response to the social barriers they face ’ ’ (Holland & E isenhart, 1990, p. 7).
Nevertheless, the potential exists for schools to open up a deeper dialogue that would
help Lara and others ` ` generate a system of meaning and practice in response to the
social barriers they face.’ ’ To do so would be to truly oå er her opportunities for identity
construction that are not currently legitimized in the settings in which she ® nds herself ;
to do so in relation to fellow students would be truly empowering.

A M exican soap opera : Jorge and Lara becom e classm ates
Let us imagine for a moment that Jorge’ s institution was able to provide Jorge with an
academic and social environment that helped him to envision a professional future and
supported his pursuit of an education beyond prepa. Let us also imagine that the
Colegio M exicano was an empowering place for young women that helped them
contextualize and critically analyze the gendered messages they encounter. L ara might
have been able to make meaning out of her experience at the state university within a
larger critique of the cultural construction of womanhood in M exico. Framing her
experience in a larger cultural critique might have allowed the state university to be a
viable option for L ara, should she choose to pursue a career there. W e could then
imagine Jorge and Lara sitting in a college classroom together, perhaps even becoming
friends and later professional colleagues. W e do not know for sure if Jorge dropped out
of school or if Lara ultimately enrolled in the ` ` peaceful ’ ’ university, but the above
scenario is more like a M exican soap opera than real life. Students at Jorge’ s school
never go to the country club university, and the Colegio students only very rarely attend
the state university.
Schools help to mediate their students’ construction of an identity. This process of
construction not only produces identities within gendered and social class contexts, it
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also plays a complex role in social reproduction. The messages (and lack thereof) that
Jorge and Lara receive from their respective institutions tend to reinforce those voices
that conform to their social worlds outside school. To legitimize other, alternative voices
would mean that the institutions would have to hear the struggle of inner voices that
takes place within Jorge and L ara.
Having attempted to gather the ` ` inner dialogue ’ ’ of several students, we can aæ rm
how easily these voices come tumbling out when someone cares to ask. Of course, many
caring teachers and counselors know this, but schooling institutions are not structured
to encourage this kind of narrative dialogue, or to allow the narratives to inform school
structures.

Schools as part of the problem and part of the solution
Both Jorge and L ara are at key junctures in the construction of a social identity. The
person they ultimately become has much to do with the cultural hegemony of social class
and gender constructions within their society. However, unlike many of their N orth
American counterparts, L atin American feminists and critical theorists tend to view
schools as relatively progressive environments for students compared with other
M exican social institutions, such as the church and the home. Rockwell (in press)
summarizes this position :
Latin American societies were (and are) of course deeply divided ± culturally,
politically, and economically. Yet formal public schooling ± it was argued ± had
often provided an equalizing experience for those who survived within the system,
attenuating, for a time at least, the strong gender, class, and ethnic distinctions
reproduced through other social practices. Furthermore, though generally
managed and regulated by centralized governments, educational systems ±
particularly public universities ± had been centers of dissident political
organization. M assive radical teacher movements in many countries added
evidence of the contradictory position of teachers as ` ` agents of the state ’ ’ . On this
basis, some scholars concluded that public education in Latin America, as
unequal and inadequate as it had been, had contributed more to producing a
` ` critical rationality ’ ’ than an ` ` instrumental rationality ’ ’ (R ama, 1984). (p. 9)
Our data indicate that this equalizing view of schools is not so much overstated as
insuæ ciently theorized. M exican schools clearly have a rich political tradition, contain
a discourse of gender and social class equality, and provide some structures that open
doors to economic and gender mobility. These structures and discourses do, in fact,
function as resources for students attempting to construct a professional identity, and
they legitimize many inner voices that would otherwise be silenced and not be available
to form part of a student’ s identity construction.
A cruel turn of events, however, occurred with most of the students we interviewed.
W hile they appropriated the progressive discourse of the schools around issues of social
mobility, democracy, and gender equity, this was not suæ cient to help them construct
an ` ` authentic ’ ’ identity based on the discourse they appropriated within the school.
R ather than instances of resistance, we found confusion among students as they
encountered the progressive discourse of the school, yet were unable to realize its
potential. W hile Jorge absorbed a progressive political discourse of social resistance and
activism absent in N orth American working-class schools, without the explicit skills and
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information needed to realistically select a professional career, he was unable to
eå ectively move toward his stated goal of becoming a professional. Our narratives
seemed to suggest that schools provided a discourse without the resources ± material,
cultural, informational ± to eå ectively help students move into the possibilities promised
by their institutions. Paradoxically, these progressive educational discourses represent
political spaces that must be defended in the hopes they might be expanded and
supported with real opportunity structures.
As Denzin (1989) argues, a client-centered view of social institutions may provide
the angle of vision needed to understand the complexity of schools as social institutions
in diå erent national and cultural contexts. This view might also help us understand why
schooling practices that policy makers and practitioners think are progressive, may, in
fact, have an opposite eå ect on students. D elpit (1994) has made a similar argument
with regard to the negative impact that she claims progressive practices like whole
language can have on poor and minority students in the United States. She argues that
we need to make the codes of the dominant culture of power in schools and society
explicit to students so they can participate fully in society. W e believe this is precisely
what Lara’ s and Jorge’ s schools failed to provide.
W hile critical ethnographies have critiqued structuralist accounts of schooling by
opening up its ` ` black box ’ ’ to scrutiny, they have tended to limit their analyses to
radical scholarship on schooling. There is a growing literature that views schools as
more than places that culturally mediate human action and social structure. M eyer and
R owan (1977) have elaborated on how school practices are often little more than
ritualistic structures that serve to legitimize the institution to its environment. Thus, the
progressive discourses on gender and social mobility and, in fact, the very existence of
low-income prepas and universities that prepare students for non-existent career
opportunities may have more to do with legitimizing social rituals than with authentic
opportunity. M ehan (1992) argues a similar point :
Social actors in resistance theory make choices in the face of structurally provided
possibilities. However, the practices and procedures by which people acting
together assemble social structures which then stand independently of their means
of production is not the same as people making choices among predetermined
options. Our understanding of the reproduction of social inequality will be more
complete when we include the routine bureaucratic practices which structure
students’ educational careers in our theories. (p. 19)
An example of this is the case of L a! zaro Ca! rdenas, where groups of committed and
energetic teachers labored under a set of material and bureaucratic work conditions
that turned their best intentions into a practical struggle for their own economic and
professional survival. This frustration was con® rmed by those L a! zaro Ca! rdenas teachers
whom we interviewed.
Our student narratives begin to suggest the kinds of structures and practices that
could move schools from a discourse of good intentions to a reality in which the multiple
voices of students are legitimized. The narratives also suggest how students construct
daily their social identities within schools. Although some correspondence and social
reproduction theorists have conceptualized schools as ` ` ideological apparatuses of the
state ’ ’ (Althusser, 1971), it is possible that their greatest harm to students does not reside
in the imposition of dominant ideologies (whether conservative or liberal). The
eå ectiveness of such imposition is indeed questionable. Rather, the greatest harm may
reside in educators’ passivity before the quiet dramas of identity construction that
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students enact daily. Until student narratives become consciously incorporated into the
fabric of schools, the multiple inner voices of students that struggle for legitimization will
continue to be selectively silenced.

N otes
1. T he d ata for th is stu dy w ere gathered w ith th e h elp of a Fu lb right A w ard.
2. U n like th e N orth A m erica n com p rehen sive high sch ool, M exico h as a series of post m id d le-sch ool
institu tion s, e.g ., ` ` p rep aratorias ’ ’ or college prep sch ools, ` ` techn olo! gico s ’ ’ or trad e sch ools, ` ` com ercio s ’ ’ or
b u sin ess scho ols (m ostly secreta rial an d all fem ale), ` ` b ach illeres ’ ’ or p rep aratory scho ols in w h ich one can
h ave a vocatio n ally oriented ` ` m in or,’ ’ etc. W hat w e are here callin g p rep aratory high scho ols (prep as) are
p art of a n etw ork of p u blic and p rivate sch ools un d er th e ausp ices of a local u n iversity w hose espo u sed goal
is to p rep are stu den ts for enterin g u niversity careers. T h u s, th e M exican academ ic trackin g system generally
tracks stu d en ts in to d iå eren t sch ools rath er th an trackin g w ith in th e w alls of a sin gle institu tion as is th e case
in the com p reh en siv e h igh scho ol in N orth A m erica . T o avoid cu m b erso m e language, th e locally used
shortened version ` ` p repa ’ ’ w ill b e used th roughou t th e p ap er for p rep aratory h igh sch ool.
3. W e h ave u sed p seu d onym s for th e nam es of all scho ols and stu d en ts.
4. A ll qu otation s from S pan ish langu age sources and those taken from Jorge’ s in terv iew s h ave b een
tran sla ted in to E n glish b y the auth ors. L ara’ s in terview s w ere in E n glish.
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